
Identifying
Exemplary Criteria
to Evaluate Studio Products
in Art Education

~have become commonplace in every art
program in the country. They depend on guidelines we
often call "criteria." Beattie (1997) described "criteria"
as "characteristics of something by which its quality can

be judged or a decision about it [the quality of the object] can be
made" (p. 4). Art teachers routinely struggle to identify criteria
that capture the essence of what they teach and what students'
artwork attempts to accomplish. Do exemplary criteria exist? Can
they truly capture what art products are about?

Do exemplary criteria exist?
Can they truly capture what
art products are about?

Considering Exemplary Criteria
Art education programs at K-12 levels traditionally are studio

production based (Dorn, Madeja, & Sabol, 2004).Art teachers must
select criteria that match assessments they choose to evaluate
studio products (Sabol, 1990; 2004). Criteria used to evaluate
studio products usually need to be related to the various national
and state standards production activities are intended to meet
(Dorn, 1999). Further, criteria must be related to the content of
instruction including the knowledge, skills, and processes students
are taught and learn (Beattie, 1997; Bresler, 2005; McMillan, 2001;
Sabol, 1997). Students must understand all criteria and be given
time to refine their understanding of them in order to demonstrate
what they know and can do with each criterion (Eisner, 2002;
Jensen, 2001; Sabol, 2006).

Exemplary criteria must be compatible with the goals of
production activities (Armstrong, 1994). Exemplary criteria need
to encompass a wide range of the creative and technical aspects
of art making (Sabol, 1998). In some cases criteria are selected
to sample students' understanding of a concept, such as color or
harmony, while others may focus on technical skill or craftsman-
ship. Others may focus on students' understanding of processes or
media and some may focus on creative aspects of the work or the
quality of its message.
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Exemplary criteria should include students' behaviors
when creating studio products. Behaviors like effort, problem-
solving ability, critical thinking, reflection, self-discipline,
meeting due dates, following directions, and other behav-
iors are an important part of students' performances (Dorn,
Madeja, & Sabol, 2004). Demonstrations of these criteria may
or may not be evident in studio products, but they are impor-
tant for comprehensively measuring students' achievement in
art programs.

Dorn, Madeja, and Sabol (2004) and Eisner (2002) raised
the question of whether common criteria exist in the field
for evaluating studio products.These questions raise others,
including what criteria do art teachers, students, and artists
use to evaluate their artwork? Are there similar or different
criteria chosen by each of these groups? Why are there
differences?

Examining Criteria Used to Evaluate
Works of Art

"lb answer these questions, three studies were conducted as
part of the Assessment Training Institutes (ATI) project funded
by The National Endowment for the Arts.Art teachers from
Florida, Illinois, and Indiana participated in the project. Dorn,
Madeja, and Sabol (2004) described this project and a holistic
portfolio assessment model. Participants in these studies
included 59 elementary, middle, and secondary art teachers,
472 of their students, and 50 artists. Questionnaires were
designed to determine what criteria art
teachers, art students, and artists use
to evaluate their work.The question-
naires had similar items that permitted
comparisons of responses among the
three groups.

Criteria Art Teachers Use to
Evaluate Students' Artwork

The set of criteria art teachers use to
evaluate students' artwork may change
from project to project and course to
course and this set may exist as a list or
as a general framework (Sabol, 1998).
Art teachers in the ATI project identi-
fied the possible criteria they might
use to evaluate any studio products and
disregarded specific lessons and objec-
tives when they named these criteria.

These art teachers identified a set
of 23 criteria they use to evaluate
students' studio products (SeeTable 1).
They almost unanimously agreed on
a set of five criteriaThe elements of
art, the principles of design, composi-
tion or use of space, and creativity
(94.9% each) are criteria in this group.

Following directions, technical skill or craftsmanship, meeting
assignment objectives, personal expression, completing
processes correctly, attention to detail and originality, and
improvement or growth also were identified by three
fourths or more of the art teachers. Representation of space
or distance, knowledge of concepts, work matching intent,
experimentation or risk-taking, and sophistication of theme or
idea were reported by two thirds of the art teachers.

The art teachers' selections were compared to determine
if differences existed.These art teachers from the elementary,
middle, and secondary schools had no significant differences
in priority or choices of criteria they use. Beginning art
teachers' criteria were not significantly different from criteria
chosen by more experienced art teachers.The degree levels of
these art teachers revealed no significant differences among
criteria selections.The comparisons suggest that the art
teachers in this study share a common set of frames of refer-
ence for evaluating their students' artwork and that these art
teachers agree highly about criteria they use to evaluate their
students' studio products.

Criteria Students Use to Evaluate
Artwork at School

Students and their work are routinely assessed by art teachers
(Dorn, Madeja, & Sabol, 2004); however, Kohn (2000) and
Wilson, (2005) reported that teachers rarely include students
in the assessment process, even though students continu-

ously evaluate their own artwork. Dorn,
Madeja, and Sabol (2004) found that
students' evaluations are based usually
on criteria provided by the teacher and
that students often expand the list of
criteria to include additional criteria of
importance to them.

A total of 472 students of art teachers
in the ATI project, including 185
elementary, 110 middle school, and
171 secondary students, identified
criteria they used to evaluate their own
work while at school (see Table 2).The
elements of art, skill with art materials,
following directions, details in the
work, neatness, representation of ideas,
experimentation, use of space, learning
something new, and new or different
ideas were the most commonly
reported criteria by half or more of
students. Other criteria including, If
my friends like it,""if it is 'cool,'""'if it
matched the teachers' example,""if it
looked better than the work of other
students in the class," and additional
criteria were also identified by students.
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Table 1.
Art Teachers' Studio Product Evaluation

Criteria (N = 59)

Criterion f %

Elements of art 56 94.9
Principles of design 56 94.9
Composition or use of space 56 94.6
Creativity 56 94.9
Followed directions 51 86.4
Technical skill or craftsmanship 51 86.4
Work meets assignment objectives 51 86.4
Personal expression 49 83.1
Completed processes correctly 48 81.4
Attention to detail 47 79.7
Originality 47 79.7
Improvement or growth 46 78.0
Representation of space or distance 44 74.6
Knowledge of concepts 43 72.9
Work matches its intent 43 72.9
Experimentation or risk taking 40 67.8
Sophistication of theme or idea 40 67.8
Safe use of materials and equipment 38 64.4
Appropriateness of theme 37 62.7
Cognitive processes 37 62.7
Visual accuracy 33 55.9
Use of style 29 49.2
Art historical content 27 45.8
Other 3 5.1



Table 2.
At School: Students' Studio Product Evaluation

Criteria (N = 472)

Criterion f %

How well I used the elements of art 349 73.9
My skill with art materials 329 69.7
If I followed the teacher's directions 315 66.7
How well I showed details in my work 312 66.1
Neatness 301 63.8
How well I showed my ideas in the work 290 61.4
If I experimented or tried to make it

different or unique 267 56.6
How well I filled space 264 55.9
If I felt I learned something new 261 55.3
If my idea was new or different from my

other ideas 248 52.5
If I did everything the way I wanted it done.
It pleased me. 224 47.5

If I did what I thought the teacher wanted 223 47.2
If the work showed what I know 221 46.8
How much this work made me think 218 46.2
If I used materials and equipment safely 217 46.0
Use of principles of design 202 42.8
If I solved a problem well 184 39.0
Something else 50 10.6

Table 3.
At Home: Students' Studio Product Evaluation

Criteria (N = 380)

Criterion f %

My skill with art materials
If I did everything the way I wanted it done.
It pleased me.

Neatness
How well I used the elements of art
How well I showed details in my work
How well I showed my ideas in the work

How well I filled space
If I experimented or tried to make it different
or unique

If my idea was new or different from
my other ideas

If I felt I learned something new
How much this work made me think
If the work showed what I know

Use of principles of design
If I used materials and equipment safely
If I solved a problem well

Something else

62.1
60.8
60.3
59.5
59.2
50.0

188 49.5

47.1
44.5
43.7
43.2
41.1
34.5
31.3
8.2

179
169
166
164
156
131
119
31

236
231
229
226
225
190

The study compared elementary, middle, and secondary
students' criteria choices. Listed in order of priority, the
elements of art, skill, following the art teachers' directions,
details in the work, and neatness were used most frequently
by students from all levels, but the percentage of students
reporting use of each criterion decreased at each instruc-
tional level. Elementary art students used these criteria more
frequently than students at other levels.Although secondary
and middle school students' said they use these criteria less
frequently, they reported using more criteria than elemen-
tary students. For example, secondary (48%) and middle
school students' (41%) selection of the criterion "use of the
principles of design" was more frequent than elementary
students' (38%).These findings suggest that the middle and
secondary students in this study have learned more about art
and consider a greater number of factors when evaluating
their work than the elementary students did.The findings
also suggest that these secondary art students may have more
sophisticated knowledge of how abstract concepts and ideas
play a role in artwork than the elementary students.

Students' Artmaking at Home
Students in the ATI project were asked if they made art

at home, and 80% said they did.The elementary students
most frequently said they made art at home, followed by the
secondary and middle school students.When asked why they
made art at home, they said because,"It is fun,""It helps me
relax,""It helps me express my ideas,""To pass my time," and "It
is my hobby" (Dorn, Madeja, & Sabol, 2004).Artmaking activi-
ties are controlled by art teachers in schools; however, when
students make art at home, they make choices normally made
by the art teacher. Students decide about media, themes or
messages, when and how long to work, and other production
choices (Dorn, Madeja, & Sabol, 2004). Students also choose
criteria to evaluate their work.

Criteria Students Use to Evaluate Artwork
Made at Home

Reasons students make art at home influence criteria selec-
tions they make to evaluate it. Making art for fun may involve
criteria that have little to do with the visual quality of the
artwork and more to do with the experience of making it.
Other purposes, such as "expressing my ideas" may require
criteria that focus on the themes of the work aloneThis
suggests that evaluations at home may be more personal and
that criteria choices may reflect these purposes.

Skill with media was the criterion used most often by these
students at home. It was followed by "how much it pleased
me," neatness, the elements of art, details, how well ideas were
shown, how well space was filled, and the degree of experi-
mentation or uniqueness.

Comparisons of responses among instructional levels of
these students and criteria revealed distinctive differences.
The students at the elementary level ranked use of the
elements first, followed by skill with art materials and details
in work, neatness, and "It pleased me."The middle school
students ranked use of the elements of art first, followed by
details, neatness, "It pleased me," and skill with art materials.
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The secondary students ranked use of the elements of art and
"It pleased me" first, followed by skill with materials, details,
and neatness. As a group, the secondary students used more
criteria to evaluate their work than did the middle school and
elementary students. By contrast, the elementary students
used fewer criteria, but more elementary students used those
criteria than students from other instructional levels.

These findings suggest that these secondary students, as
they (lid in school, use more criteria to evaluate their artwork
at home than the middle or elementary students.Also, their
criteria choices may vary from those made in school because
of the reasons why they make art at home.The elemen-
tary students' criteria choices suggest that even though
fewer criteria were chosen, more students used them more
frequently. Middle school students in this study used fewer
criteria at home than at school regardless of the purposes for
which they make art at home.

Looking at Artists and Assessment
l)orn, Madeja, and Sabol (2004) reported that artists might

focus evaluations of their own work on individual works or
on their body of work.They suggested that artists' evalua-
tion purposes and criteria may change during their careers
because of experience, experimentation, other artists work,
and changing artistic, political, or social values.

Artists from Florida and Indiana identified criteria they use
to evaluate their work. Fifty professional artists, including
architects, painters, sculptors, commercial and interior
designers, digital artists, photographers, printmakers, fiber
artists, ceramists, jewelers, and other visual artists, known
regionally and locally, were randomly selected for the study.
They received a questionnaire with demographics, evaluation
criteria, and other assessment related items.

Criteria Artists Use to Evaluate Their Work
Artists select some c)f the same criteria as art teachers;

however, artists' criteria selections and evaluations may lead
to diftferent outcomes.Artists' evaluation decisions can change
the courses of their careers, financial status, social standing,
and, perhaps, their place in the history of art.This is not to say
that artists' evaluations dictate the course of their livelihood
or standing, nor does it say that evaluations of student artwork
are of less value and importance. However, artists must be
very selective in choosing evaluation criteria and reflective
about the meanings of evaluations and actions they take as
a result of them. For example, artists might select a criterion
that will cause them to significantly alter the content or style
of their work. Repercussions of such a choice could affect
sales, financial value, or appeal of their works.

The artists involved in the study identified their evaluation
criteria (See'Table 4).They were not asked to define the terms
or expressions they provided. "Originality" (90%) was the most
frequently identified criterion by these artists. It was followed
by: improvement or growth; composition; development of
personal style, expression, or aesthetic; technical skill with
medlia; development or expansion of previously used ideas;
successful communication of ideas; effective use of the
principles of design; and effective use of the elements of art.

The artists selected more criteria that focus on the quality
of their personal expression, ideas, and growth or improve-
ment, rather than on the technical aspects of their work.The
findings also indicate that these artists evaluate individual
works in relation to other works in the body of their work.
Interestingly, the artists identified no criteria that dealt with
the quality of the experience of making their art.

Identifying Similarities and Differences
Among Exemplary Criteria Sets

Comparisons of criteria sets used by the art teachers,
art students, and artists reveal a number of similarities and
differences (see Table 5). Criteria that the art teachers most
frequently used were "the elements of art" and "the principles
of design."While at school, the students also ranked "the
elements of art" first; however, at home, this criterion was
ranked 4th and the artists ranked it 9th.The students ranked
"principles of design" 16th at school and 13th at home; the
artists ranked it 10th.

"Composition or use of space" produced another unique set
of rankings.The art teachers ranked it second and the artists
ranked it third, while the students ranked it 7th at home and
8th at school.

"Technical skill or craftsmanship" produced relatively high
rankings in all groups.Art teachers in the study ranked it 5th.
The artists ranked it 4th and the students both at home and
at school ranked it higher with first and second rankings
respectively.
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Table 4.

Artists' Studio Product Evaluation Criteria (N = 50)

Criterion f %

Originality 45 90.0
Degree of improvement or growth 43 86.0
Composition 42 84.0
Development of personal style, expression,

or aesthetic 40 80.0
Technical skill with media 40 80.0
Degree of change from previous work

or risk taking 40 80.0
Successful communication of ideas 38 76.0
Effective use of the principles of design 30 60.0
Effective use of the elements of art 29 58.0
Potential to expand the field of art 23 46.0
Degree the work matches the original intent 23 46.0
Degree of similarity with previous work 13 26.0
Degree the work matches the needs of exhibitions

or galleries 10 20.0
Degree the work matches requirements of grants

or commissions 10 20.0
Degree the work will be accepted by the public 9 18.0
Degree the work matches the need of a

patron or client 8 16.0
Other 3 6.0



Table 5.
Comparison of Criteria Most Frequently Used by Art Teachers,

Art Students, and Artists to Evaluate Art

Criterion Art Students Students Artists
teachers at school at home

N = 59 N = 472 N = 380 N = 50

% (rank) % (rank) % (rank) % (rank)

Elements of art
Principles of design
Composition or
use of space

Technical skill or
craftsmanship

Personal expression
("I did everything the
"It pleased me.")

Originality
Attention to details

94.9(l) 73.9 (l) 60.3 (4) 58.8 (9)
94.9 (1) 42.8 (16) 41.1 (13) 60.0 (10)

94.6 (2) 55.8 (8) 50.0 (7) 84.0 (3)

86.4 (5) 69.7 (2) 64.5 (1) 80.0 (4)

way I wanted
83.1 (8)
79.7 (10)
79.7 (10)

it done."
47.5(11)
52.5 (10)
66.1(4)

Improvement or growth
("I felt I learned something new.")

78.0 (12) 55.3 (9)
Knowledge of concepts 72.9 (14) 46.8 (13)
Experimentation or

risk taking 67.8 (16) 56.6 (7)
Safe use of materials and

equipment 64.4 (18) 46.0 (15)
Cognitive processes

("how much this work made me think.")
62.7(19) 46.2(14)

62.1 (2)
47.1 (9)
59.5 (5)

80.0 (4)
90.0 (1)

44.5 (10) 86.0 (2)
43.2 (12) *

49.5 (8) 80.4 (4)

34.5 (14) *

43.7(11)

*Criterion not identified by artists.

"Personal expression" produced wide differences in
rankings.The art teachers ranked it 8th and the artists ranked
it 4th. Student rankings were inconsistent.At school the
students ranked personal expression 11 th, but ranked it
second at home.

"Originality" produced unique rankings.Artists in the study
ranked it first, while the art teachers and students at school
ranked it 10"', and students at home ranked it 9th.The crite-
rion "improvement or growth" produced similar rankings.The
artists ranked it second.The students at school ranked it 9th
and at home ranked it lOth.Art teachers in the study ranked
it 12th.

Finally, "experimentation or risk taking" provided wide
disagreement among the groups.The artists ranked this crite-
rion 4th; the students placed it 7th at school and 8th at home;
and the art teachers ranked it 16th.

Discussion
Rankings among criteria suggest different priorities for the

art teachers, art students, and artists in this study. In general,
greater levels of agreement in rankings were found among the

art teachers and students.This may be the result of teacher-
imposed criteria for artwork.Although matched rankings were
not produced for any criteria across groups, similar relative
rankings were produced for some criteria. For example,
"technical skill or craftsmanship" was ranked among the top

five criteria in all groups. Knowledge of concepts was ranked
between 12th and 14th place among the art teachers and
students.The artists did not report this criterion.The criterion
of"safe use of materials and equipment" produced similar
rankings. No other criteria produced such agreements.

Disagreement about rankings of criteria was common.
Examples of this include rankings of the elements of art, the
principles of design, originality, attention to details, improve-
ment or growth, and experimentation or risk taking.The
criterion "elements of art" spanned a range from first for
the art teachers to 9th for the artists." Principles of art" was
ranked first by the art teachers and 16th by the students at

school."Originality" ranged from first for the artists to 10th for
the art teachers and students at school. "Attention to details"
ranged from 4th for the students to 10th for the art teachers.
"Improvement or growth" was ranked second by the artists to
12th for the art teachers, and "Experimentation or risk taking"
was ranked 4th for the artists to 16th for the art teachers.

Differences in the rankings may be explained by differing
purposes for art making in these groups.Art teachers must be
concerned with developing a range of knowledge and skills
among their students. Students in school focus on what art
teachers teach. Students at home focus on skills with media

and personal satisfaction derived from their art. Most artists
are concerned with creating new and different work that
contributes to their development of personal expression or
style.To illustrate these points, the emphasis on the elements
of art and the principles of design in art curriculum by these
art teachers is essential for developing their students' under-
standing of the basic means of communication and produc-
tion of work in the visual arts. Selecting these criteria for
evaluation of students' work is essential for these teachers
in order to determine whether their curriculum content has
been learned by students.While in school, these students
explore uses of the elements and principles in order to meet
the lesson objectives or art teachers' expectations.At home,
these students create art for themselves and may apply what
they have learned about these criteria.The artists in this
study may view the elements of art and principles of design
as a vehicle for expression rather than a focus for developing
their knowledge about them. In short, when viewed from
the perspectives of the purposes for which art is made, the
criteria selections of these students, teachers, and artists vary
to match the intended and varying purposes of the individuals
making art or teaching about it.
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Students in school focus on what art
teachers teach. Students at home
focus on skills with media and personal
satisfaction derived from their art.

Conclusion
Art teachers need to reflect on the factors that influence

their criteria selections and examine the purposes of their
assessments.They need to think more broadly about the
purposes of their teaching and whether the outcomes of their
teaching go beyond simply meeting the objectives of the
lesson or curriculum standards and address the qualities of art
making that make it unique.They can compare their criteria
set with the set identified by artists. Expanding the range of
exemplary criteria to encompass both sets holds potential for
increasing students' learning.

The purposes for creating art in classrooms are different
from those of artists; art teachers might revise their list of
purposes to include criteria more reflective of the purposes
of artists. For example artists ranked the criterion of improve-
nient or growth second, while art teachers ranked it 12th.
Similarly, artists ranked risk taking 6th, while art teachers
ranked it 16th. Such changes may positively impact the quality
and content of art production at all levels of instruction and
improve learning about art in the process by transforming
learning about art from mastering concepts and skills to
creativity, critical thinking, problem solving, and personal
meaning that making art involves.
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